Forewarned is Forearmed
A letter of Cautions for Hunters

“The

beginning is the most important
part of the work.” – Plato

Do not make the mistake of considering the Vie phase
unimportant. Keep in mind the following:
† Possessing First Player Privilege means:
» You Journey first and will not have to pay another
player to share a Location.
» You cannot be prevented from using your Location
Bonus by the effects of Intrigue.
» When sharing a Location with another player, you
will have first choice of Encounter Cards and be the
first to Hunt.
† It may sometimes be advantageous to not be the First
Player:
» Perhaps you have an Ally Card that grants bonus IT
for not being the First Player.
» Maybe you wish to be last to manipulate the Official
Record after your competitors have done so.
» Sometimes just saving your IT can help you on the
path to victory!
† Early in the game, you may wish to save your IT during
the Vie Phase, in favour of Journeying to Mende to
purchase Supplies.
† Wagering 4 or more IT will likely earn you First Player
Privilege, but frivolous wagering can leave you with few
options.
† You should be careful where you place your own Forte
Tokens, as some will trigger even when you Journey to
that Location yourself!

“He

who will not economise will have
to agonise.” – Confucius

Decisions during the Encounter Phase need to balance your
needs against those of their rivals.
† Manipulating the Official Record is a key game mechanic
and the only way for you to fulfill your Estate and Loyalty
Agendas.
† Encounter Cards are the best source of Abilities that
enable you to Swap and Lock Explanation Tokens.
† It may sometimes be strategic to select an Encounter
Card you know one of your competitors might want, just
to deprive them of it!
† Gaining IT rewards from Hunts in high Peril Rank
Locations might seem unlikely, but you should weigh this
against the benefit of having first choice from the Round’s
Encounter Cards.
† Peeking at the current Round’s Encounter Cards before
they are revealed can help decide your plan of action for
the next Round.

“Those who wish to know about
the world must learn about it in its
particular details” – Heraclitus
When choosing where to send your Hunter in the Journey
Phase, consider the following:
† Obtaining Weapons from Mende before the 7th Round
is important if you want a good chance of defeating the
Beast, but you should attempt to identify the Beast first,
so that you know which Weapons you require for the
Final Confrontation.
† Due to the limited Supply Pool, buying Weapons and
Companions can mean your competitors have to go
without.
† You should keep in mind that there are numerous benefits
to be had from Journeying to the more perilous Locations
on the Board - even if it does make for a more difficult
Hunt.
† Although Mont Mouchet offers a powerful Location
Bonus, unless one wants first pick of the Round’s
Encounter Cards, there is no reason to Journey here more
than once per game. Peeking at 2 Beast ID Cards reveals
two of the four that comprise that game’s Beast and
one visit to The Deep Woods will reveal a third, which
gives you a good idea what you will face in the Final
Confrontation.
† Being at the Location with the highest Peril Rank means
you will get the first choice of Encounter Cards in the
next Phase. These might provide you with further income
in the form of Swaps and Locks on the Official Record.
† Being first to Journey to a Location means you don’t
pay another player to Journey there, and you will receive
payment if other players Journey to that Location. If you
suspect another player wants to use the powerful Peek
ability offered by Mont Mouchet, get there first to cash in
then they Journey there!

“Great

deeds are usually wrought at
great risks.” – Herodotus

One’s destination in the Journey Phase should not always be
dictated by whether you can complete an Expert or Successful
Hunt.
† Often, what you do in the Journey Phase will set up how
you benefit during future phases.
† However, if you wish for for a steady stream of IT, you
can obtain this from Hunts at low Peril Rank Locations.
† Make sure to load up on the appropriate Supplies before
Journeying to high Peril Rank Locations.
† Remember that even if you only complete an Unsuccessful Hunt, you still receive 1 IT, so it’s not all bad!

Read

on for more cautions...

Forewarned is Forearmed
A letter of Cautions for Hunters

“A good decision is based on
knowledge and not numbers.”
– Plato
In the Final Confrontation, it becomes evident why
earlier preparation is key.
† If Hunters are not equipped with a weapon matching or
exceeding the Beast’s Vulnerability, they cannot harm
the Beast. This means they will not be able to gain any IT
during the Final Confrontation.
† At least one Hunter needs to be equipped with this type
of weapons to defeat the Beast.
† You should choose your Location carefully in the Journey
Phase of Round 7. If Hunting a Lone Beast Entity, you
will want to be at a Location with a high Peril Rank,
so you have a high chance of getting to Hunt the Beast.
Choosing a Location with a low Peril Rank might leave
you watching helplessly as another player takes down the
Beast once and for all.

“Luck

is what happens when preparation
meets opportunity.” – Seneca

Rolling dice adds a random element to the game. However,
just like poker, if you employ appropriate tactics and strategies, you will usually win the game. These include various
ways to mitigate failed dice rolls, such as knowing when to
conserve IT, choosing how much Peril to face, making best
use of your Allies and Companion abilities, as well as other
ways that become apparent the more one play’s the game.

“If

you do not change direction
you may end up where you are
heading.” – Lao Tzu

Carefully observe your rivals, because you may need to
adapt your plan or throw a wrench into theirs!

“Small opportunities are
often the beginning of great
enterprises.”- Demosthenes
Never forget that the path to victory is balancing the shortterm rewards against the long-term payoffs.
† You should constantly assess whether cashing in
Encounter Cards for their immediate face value in IT is
more beneficial than using their ability to manipulate the
Official Record.
† Cashing them in means guaranteed short-term gains but
manipulating the Official Record can enable you to fulfil
your Estate Agenda, securing a steady stream of IT at the
end of each Round.
† Discovering the Nature of the Beast and its Bounty may
demand that you suddenly change your best laid plans.
Facing a Group Beast Entity might mean having to split a
meagre pot with other players, whereas being the player to
defeat a Lone Beast Entity with a high Bounty could see
you snatch a victory right at the game!

